
United Republic of Sparta 

 The Country Sparta was one of the most feared countries in its time.  This essay is about 
how the Constitution for United Republic of Sparta was written.  The United Republic of Sparta 
is just a newer image of the old Spartans.  The Spartan’s were a military colony that were never 
conquered, but the Spartans were defeated (not conquered) by the Romans.  Over the years the 
Spartans joined the Romans.  Sparta was an almost undefeatable force.  The United States of 
America’s Constitution was used to help form the United Republic of Sparta’s Constitution.  The 
United States of America use  a court system while the United Republic of Sparta uses a council 
of retired soldiers of the military.     

  The United Republic of Sparta got there name from Sparta.  The United Republic of 
Sparta is a Military Colony that consists of five states that will help one another in a heartbeat 
unless they have a bigger issue.  The preamble of the constitution for the United Republic of 
Sparta is written similar to the U.S. Constitution to help shape the Preamble.  The preamble for 
the United Republic of Sparta is similar the preamble from the United States of America.  The 
preamble is based on what the United Republic of Sparta stands for.  The preamble talks about 
the people of Sparta will establish power to provide ultimate defenses, general welfare and to 
secure the blessing of our country for the United Republic of Sparta.   

 All of the Articles for the United Republic of Sparta’s Constitution are written similar to 
the United States of America’s Constitution, because the three Constitutions is such, a good 
example that it would be perfect to help base off the United Republic of Sparta’s articles.   
Article 1 of the Legislative Branch, section one, states that all the Legislative Powers that are 
granted have to be vested in the council of the United Republic of Sparta will have to consist of a 
council, if you look at the United States Constitution, Article one, section one.  You will notice 
that they are written similar but not as long and with different meanings.  Section two tells the 
Legislative Branch that all members or representatives must be retired soldiers from the army.  
Section three states that all members of the Legislative Branch have to have a background check 
and must never have been kicked out of the military for any reasons necessary.  Article one was 
written to state what the rules of the Legislative Branch. 

 Article two is on the Executive Branch and the rules for the Executive Branch.  Section 
one of article two states that the Executive Brach’s power must be vested into Tow kings of the 
United Republic of Sparta.  Section two talks about how one king rules until he leads the army in 
war and the other takes control when the other leaves for war.  Section three is about how one 
can become a new king. in order for one to become the new king he must challenge the formal 
king to a brawl, before he can challenge the king he has to be a formal General in the army, 
experience of war and leadership.  The United Republic of Sparta has two kings because if one 



king has to go to war with another country there will still be a king that will stay behind so that 
the country is still under rule of a ruler.  If a king is killed in combat or in assassinated there will 
still be another king to rule until there are two kings again.  There is the right to challenge the 
king for his position because if one thinks he is no longer fit to keep ruling then he can attempt to 
take his place by challenging him.  The challenger has to be a general because if he has to be able 
to lead and generals have a lot of experience leading soldier in combat or training and he must 
know what war is like, so he can think of the effects of what the United Republic of Sparta 
would feel about bloodshed and death.   

 Article three is about the Judicial Branch.  Section one states that the power of the United 
Republic of Sparta and shall be vested into the council.  Section two is about the members of the 
judicial Branch and having to be retired military generals.  Section three is that all of the Judicial 
Branch have to extend to all cases and has more power than the legislative.  The Judicial Branch 
members have to be all Generals because the Judicial Branch is a higher rank than the 
Legislative Branch.   

 Article four is about the States for the United Republic of Sparta.  Section one says that 
each state has to help each other out if the other is in trouble.  Section two is about each state has 
to have a day and night border patrol team.  Section three says that every state shall a roll for the 
United Republic of Sparta such as farming, weapon forging, and boot camp for recruits and 
military base camp and last a capital for the council and our two kings.   

 Article five is about the United Republic of Sparta’s Amendments.  Amendment one says 
that all citizens have the right to bear arms and that’s because if the citizens were unable to bear 
arms it would not be a military colony.  Amendment to states that women the right to serve the 
military but will be treated like the men and they have the right to work.  Amendment three states 
that all soldiers must serve until they are the age of 60 or unless they are unfit to keep serving, 
the next amendment talks about how the children train and what age they have to join the 
military.  Amendment five states that all soldiers shall not rape or kill the inanest, or abuse their 
power in public.   Amendment six is about if any citizen of the United Republic of Sparta makes 
a crime they have to state his or her story and explain themselves to the council and wait for 
punishment.  Amendment seven states that a citizen has the rights to set up a booth and sell good 
to make a living in the market.  Amendment eight states that no citizen shall Saba tosh any of the 
farmer’s crops.  

 In conclusion this is how the Constitution got their Articles and Amendments.  


